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MOSAiC - Multidisciplinary 
drifting Observatory for the Study 
of Arctic Climate• Largest Arctic research expedition ever
• to describe the processes coupling 
the atmosphere, sea ice, and ocean
• large suite of in-situ and remote sensing 
observations of physical, ecological and 
biogeochemical parameters
• Integrates between disciplines and 
between observations & models
• Will lead to breakthrough in Arctic 
climate science.
• More than 60 institutions, 17 nations
• A total of ~600 people will operate in the 
central Arctic
• estimated up to 600 to be registered data
users
Main scientific focus areas
www.mosaic-expedition.org
Expedition Start 19.09.2019
• First data back on land: January 2020
Expedition End: October 2020
January 2021
• All Sensor Data on MCS
• fast analysis sample data on 
MCS
• primary subset of laboratory 
data on MCS
January 2022
• full collection of 
laboratory data on MCS





• Aboard Polarstern: basis for 
gathering data along the year of 
operation
• On land: central and reliable 
storage and working database 
of MOSAiC data. 
https://spaces.awi.de/display/EFPW/MOSAiC+Data+Policy
• project’s success relies upon professional 
coordination and data sharing across the participants
• transparent Data Policy is essential to achieve
MOSAiC science objectives, to facilitate collaboration, 
and to enable broad use and impact of the MOSAiC 
data legacy
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• … a sensor information system to create and manage meta data of
scientific devices
DSHIP ActionLog
















Iridium satellite link to
earth station, followed by











raw data & workspace 




























Data Ingestion via different channels…
MOSAiC Central Storage













































SENSOR, DSHIP, Dashboard, … 
Applications
User notebooks, PCs, 






Fiber optic cable LAN 



































• Monitoring near real-time data from ship sensors
Dashboard.awi.de















• …browser based mapping and viewing system




























Workspace solution used by O2A framework
• Marketplace for ordering pre-installed virtual 

















• access to persistent storage
jupyterhub.awi.de









Directory structure on MOSAiC Central Storage 
derived from SENSOR (and DSHIP-ActionLog)
IceFloeNavi-App
Data Flow Overview
Log device operations: 
Directly in DHSIP, 
or via import from log files
(e.g generated by IceFloeNavi-App)
Synchronized: 











• submit and share data









































Data transfer via satellite, 
local LAN, radio LAN





SENSORWeb at AWI and 
onboard of Polarstern






DASHBOARD at AWI and 
onboard of Polarstern
Using workspace and 
Marketplace (VM) e.g. with 
Jupyter Notebook (R or 
Python) or Bash-Script or 
or …?
Raw and primary data 
archiving at AWI. Data 
transfers after legs or parts 
during legs
Summary
